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					You work hard. Your furniture should work harder. 

					Working with your vision, we craft a decor package that balances design, function, durability, and value.

											
							Browse seating

							Browse tables
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							You work hard. Your furniture should work harder. 						

						
							Working with your vision, we craft a decor package that balances design, function, durability, and value.						

													
								Browse seating
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				You're covered.

				You can furnish your entire space with a single order. Chairs, barstools, tables, booths - you can even get a receptacle for your trash. Sorry you'll still have to take it out.
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									Get Moving

									...with our new Rolling Mesa Booths.

Our most popular booth is now mobile.

									View Product
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									Why Plymold?

									Tough tested. Long lasting.

Products you can trust to do the job.

									Learn More
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									Enjoy the Great Outdoors!

									Built using recycled plastic lumber with an aluminum frames, our Aurora outdoor furniture is as attractive as it is durable.

									Browse Products
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									In-stock and ready to ship

									Need it Fast? Our Quick Ship Program offers fast delivery of top selling items, still made to order for you!

									Browse Products
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                Find your inspiration.

                Need a little creative nudge? Take a look at some of our most recent projects and let your imagination take over.

                
                View projects
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                        No project is too big.

                        We’ve been supplying global concepts with brand-specific furniture for decades. We’re still growing—providing furniture to an average of 1,300 locations per month and working with over 20 top global brands. Most important—understanding the rules and complexities of the chain business. 
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                    Newsletter - Sign Up

                    Join our e-mail list for occasional updates on new products, specials, and other cool stuff.
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